The kinetics of the energy dissipation pathways of the excited ion pairs formed upon light absorption of the hydrogen bonded complex between N-methyl-3-hydroxynaphthalimide (3HONI) and 1-methyl-imidazole (MIm) has been studied in a wide temperature range in solvents of various polarities. In polar media such as butyronitrile, three emitting species are found which are assigned as hydrogen bonded, solvent separated and free ion pairs. In contrast, less polar solvents do not favour free ion pair formation, and reversible transition occurs between the excited hydrogen bonded (HBIP) and solvent separated (SSIP) ion pairs around room temperature. Systematic steady-state and time-resolved fluorescence measurements combined with computer modelling enabled the deduction of the kinetic parameters for all excited state deactivation processes in solvents of moderate polarity. The Arrhenius parameters of the interconversion between the ion pairs, the A-factor for the radiationless deactivation of SSIP and the radiative rate constant of HBIP diminish with the increasing dielectric constant of the media. The enthalpy and the entropy change in the SSIP formation from HBIP become less negative in more polar solvents. Going from ethyl acetate to CH 2 Cl 2 the most profound decrease (more than three orders of magnitude) is observed for the A-factor of SSIP HBIP reaction.
Introduction
Ion pairing of organic salts has received a considerable interest 1 since Winstein 2 and Sadek 3 introduced the concept of "loose" and "tight" ion pairs. Y. Marcus distinguished three types of ion pairs, which differ in the interionic distance and the structure of solvate shell. 4 Effects of counter ion, solvent and temperature have been examined with various techniques like conductivity, EPR, NMR, IR, Raman and absorption spectroscopy. Most of the knowledge on ion pairs stems from ground state studies; much less attention has been devoted to the ion pair recombination and separation processes in the excited state. The large overlap among the absorption of the various types of ground state ion pairs renders more difficult the study of their excited state reactions. Moreover, the shift in the ground state equilibria caused by solvent and temperature effects complicates the interpretation of the fluorescence characteristics. In spite of the lack of resolved spectral bands, it was possible to prove the coexistence of different excited ion pairs with a time-resolved fluorescence technique.
5, 6 Dual emission was observed from ion pairs in the 1-naphthol-aliphatic amine system in non-polar rigid matrices at 77 K, which was ascribed to contact and separated ion pairs.
7, 8 The formation and decay pathways of these species could be examined only at low temperature because both static and dynamic quenching was found to be very efficient 9 above ca. 160 K. There is a controversy in the literature on whether contact ion pairs convert to solvent separated or free ion pairs on excitation. Vos et al. proposed that ground state contact ion pairs are transformed immediately into solvent separated ion pairs in the excited state. 10 Hogen-Esch et al. suggested that light absorption could lead to dissociation into free ions.
11 It was also † Dedicated to Professor Jean Kossanyi on the occasion of his 70th birthday.
concluded
6 that the exchange between excited contact and solvent separated ion pairs was slow compared to the fluorescence time scale; its rate constant was estimated to be about 2 × 10 7 s
Ϫ1
. Brocklehurst and Young have demonstrated that the interconversion between excited ion pairs is not a universal process, the rate depending on the solvent and cation.
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To avoid the interference originating from ground state ion pairing we exploit the ultrafast proton transfer within the excited hydrogen bonded complex to selectively produce the excited contact ion pairs. Light absorption of the complex between N-methyl-3-hydroxynaphthalimide (3HONI) and 1-methyl-imidazole (MIm) (Scheme 1) results in strong dual fluorescence in media of moderate polarity and the two bands have been assigned to hydrogen bonded and solvent separated ion pairs.
13, 14 The unique fluorescent behaviour and the fairly well separated emission bands in this system facilitate the investigation of the formation and decay processes of excited ion pairs in a wide temperature and solvent polarity range. We have recently revealed the viscosity effect on the kinetics of the reactions following the excited state proton transfer in 3HONI-MIm hydrogen bonded complex.
14 As an extension of these studies, the present paper focuses on the temperature effect in solvents of various polarity to clarify how the interaction with the medium influences the fluorescence, the radiationless energy dissipation and the reversible transitions of excited ion pairs.
Scheme 1
Experimental N-Methyl-3-hydroxy-1,8-naphthalimide (3HONI) was synthesised as described previously.
13 N-Methylimidazole and solvents (Aldrich, highest grade) were used without further purification. The UV-visible absorption spectra were obtained with a Varian-Cary model 50 Bio apparatus. Fluorescence spectra were recorded with SLM-Aminco model 8100 device. The temperature of the samples was controlled with an Oxford cryostat or a Lauda thermostatic bath. Fluorescence quantum yields were determined by comparison with that of 3-hydroxy-N-methyl-1,8-naphthalimide in CH 2 Cl 2 solution, for which a reference yield of Φ F = 0.13 was taken.
13 Singlet lifetimes were measured by excitation with a B. M. Industries frequencytripled Nd-YAG laser (pulse duration 30 ps FWHM), using the experimental set-up already described.
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Results and discussion
I Hydrogen bonding between 3HONI and MIm
As a representative example, Fig. 1 presents the change of the absorption spectrum of 3HONI on addition of MIm in butyl chloride (BuCl). The gradual increase of the MIm concentration leads to bathochromic shift with clear isosbestic points at 29830, 29040 and 26320 cm Ϫ1 . The insert demonstrates that the change of the absorbance at a particular energy (A) can be well described assuming 1 : 1 hydrogen-bonded complex formation. Since the total concentration [3HONI] 0 is much smaller than [MIm] 0 , the data are analysed using the following expression:
where A 0 is the absorbance in the absence of MIm, ε C /ε F denotes the ratio of the molar absorption coefficients for the complexed and free 3HONI. The non-linear least-squares fit of this function to the experimental data gives K = 930, 350 and 30 M Ϫ1 for the hydrogen bonding equilibrium constant in the ground state in BuCl, CH 2 Cl 2 and butyronitrile (BuCN), respectively. The diminution of K in this series is partly due to the weakening of the hydrogen bond in more polar solvent and on the other hand, competitive hydrogen bonding with the solvent can also play significant role in butyronitrile.
II Fluorescence spectra and decays
The substantial red-shift of the absorption spectrum upon hydrogen bonding and the high equilibrium constant of MIm 
binding facilitate the selective excitation of 3HONI-MIm complex at 24690 cm Ϫ1 , where the free 3HONI has negligible absorption. Fluorescence spectroscopic studies were carried out with 3HONI solutions containing 0.062 M MIm in BuCl and CH 2 Cl 2 , whereas 0.155 M MIm was added in BuCN. Fig. 2 exhibits the fluorescence spectra recorded on excitation of the 3HONI-MIm hydrogen bonded complex. In BuCl and CH 2 Cl 2 the spectrum comprises two superimposed bands which can be resolved by assuming Gaussian shape for the components. Light absorption of the 3HONI-MIm complex leads to ultrafast proton transfer along the hydrogen bond from the HOmoiety of naphthalimide to the imidazole ring (Scheme 2). The emission band at higher energy is assigned to the excited hydrogen bonded ion pair (HBIP) formed in this process. The other band at lower energy is attributed to solvent separated ion pair (SSIP) in which each ion is fully solvated and Coulomb interaction prevents the separation. The spectrum is more complex in BuCN, where a third component seems to appear. The low energy band is composed of SSIP and free ion pair (FIP) emission. In this polar media the dissociation of SSIP is favoured because the high solvation energy expedites the further increase of the interionic distance. The SSIP FIP transition is fairly fast, Gould and Farid reported 8 × 10 8 s Ϫ1 rate constant in acetonitrile.
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Fig . 2 demonstrates that the SSIP fluorescence becomes more intense compared to HBIP emission in more polar solvent and a concomitant bathochromic shift of the HBIP fluorescence maximum takes place. These facts indicate that the interaction with polar solvent decreases the energy of HBIP and promotes the conversion to SSIP. Cooling of the solution results in considerable change in the fluorescence spectra (Fig. 3) . Although fluorescence enhancement is seen in the whole spectral range, the intensity ratio of the bands varies systematically with temperature. The spectra recorded in BuCl and CH 2 Cl 2 can always be fitted with two Gaussian curves. It is seen in Table 1 and Table 2 that the half-width (HW) and the location of HBIP fluorescence maximum (ν -max ), scarcely depend on temperature; however, going from 290 K to 180 K ca.1000 cm Ϫ1 blue shift is observed for the SSIP peak due to the deceleration of the solvent relaxation. The fluorescence yield ratio of the SSIP and HBIP species goes through a maximum upon lowering the temperature (Fig. 4A and 4B ). This trend implies that the transition between the two excited species is a reversible process at high temperature where it is thermodynamically controlled (Scheme 2). Fluorescence intensity decays [I(t)] of HBIP and SSIP (monitored at 550 nm and 650 nm, respectively) can be well described with a sum of two exponentials:
where λ 1 and λ 2 are the decay parameters and C 1 , C 2 denote the amplitudes. The short-lived decay component at 550 nm 
I(t)
corresponded to the rise of the fluorescence recorded at 650 nm, whereas the long-lived components agreed at both wavelengths. The temperature dependence of the fitted λ 1 , λ 2 values are given in Table 1 and Table 2 . In BuCN completely different fluorescent behaviour is found in the entire temperature range. The fluorescence decays cannot be fitted with dual exponential function and three Gaussian components are needed to resolve the spectra. These observations suggest that not only HBIP and SSIP but also FIP are present simultaneously even at low temperature. The intense fluorescence in the 18000-12500 cm Ϫ1 range is composed of the FIP and SSIP emission. Fig. 4A and 4B) . The large number of reaction steps with different temperature dependence prevents the kinetic analysis of the data presented in Fig. 4C .
III Evaluation of temperature dependent results
Kinetic parameters of the reactions can be determined from the results of the steady-state and time-resolved fluorescence studies in BuCl and CH 2 Cl 2 where no indication appears for FIP formation and therefore, the reaction scheme is more simple. The fluorescence yield ratio Φ(SSIP)/Φ(HBIP) diminishes below 230 and 210 K in BuCl and CH 2 Cl 2 , respectively (Table 1  and Table 2 ) because the rate constant of the endothermic transition from SSIP to HBIP (k R ) becomes much lower than the reverse reaction and SSIP formation significantly slows down. Hence, in this low temperature domain the fluorescence decay parameters are defined as follows:
where k S , k f and k nr represent the rate constant of SSIP formation, fluorescence and non-radiative deactivation for HBIP, respectively; the primed quantities refer to the corresponding processes for SSIP. Eqn. (3) is valid if k S >>k R , whereas eqn. (4) is a good approximation if kЈ f ϩ kЈ nr is much larger than k R . Taking the kinetic parameters summarised in Table 3 , we calculated k S /k R and (kЈ f ϩ kЈ nr )/k R ratios at 200 K. The former ratio was 31, 9 and 3, while the latter ratio gave 7.7, 4.6 and 2.2 in ethyl acetate (EtOAc), BuCl and CH 2 Cl 2 , respectively. These values confirm that eqns. (3) and (4) are fair approximations below 200 K. Global fit of the time-resolved and the steadystate fluorescence data below 200 K helped to increase the precision of the derived parameters in CH 2 Cl 2 , where k R is not completely negligible. Table 1 and Table 2 show that neither λ 1 nor λ 2 is constant at low temperature. The following expressions give the temperature dependence of the decay parameters:
where A S , E S and AЈ nr , EЈ nr are the Arrhenius parameters for the formation and the radiationless deactivation of SSIP, respectively. The results of the non-linear least-squares fits are compiled in Table 3 .
The fact that λ = constant ϩ A exp(ϪE/RT) type function well describes the change of measured λ 1 and λ 2 values in the low temperature range indicates the temperature independent character of the radiative rate constants (k f , kЈ f ) and the radiationless relaxation of excited HBIP to the ground state (k nr ). Therefore, based on Scheme 2, the following relationship can be derived to describe the experimental results given in Fig. 4A and 4B:
Using the kinetic parameters determined from the fluorescence decays at low temperature, there are only three unknown quantities in this relation: the rate constant of HBIP fluorescence (k f ), and the Arrhenius factors (A R , E R ) of the back formation of HBIP. These kinetic parameters can be determined by non-linear least-squares fit of eqn. (7) to the temperature dependence of ln[Φ(SSIP)/Φ(HBIP)]. The parameter values corresponding to the best fit are summarised in Table 3 and the lines in Fig. 4A and 4B represent the calculated functions. The enthalpy (∆H ) and entropy change (∆S ) in the reversible transition between HBIP and SSIP is obtained from the expressions:
IV Solvent effect on kinetic and thermodynamic parameters
Based on the data in Table 3 , we can infer which reaction steps exhibit solvent dependence. The dielectric constant (ε) is
utilised to characterise the polarity of the media. Going from EtOAc (ε = 6.0) to CH 2 Cl 2 (ε = 8.9) the most substantial change appears in the Arrhenius parameters of the SSIP HBIP process where the A-factor diminishes more than three orders of magnitude and the activation energy lessens by 13.5 kJ mol Ϫ1 . Somewhat less effect is found for the HBIP SSIP reaction: about two orders of magnitude decrease is seen in A S , whereas E S is ca. 55% lower in CH 2 Cl 2 than in EtOAc. The considerable diminution of the A-factors implies that the structure of the transition state is very sensitive to the solvent polarity. In EtOAc, where the solvent molecules are weakly oriented, the enlarged distance within the ion pair in the transition state results in positive activation entropy for the HBIP SSIP process and the transition state resembles more the HBIP. In contrast, in solvents of higher dipole moment the entropy increase due to the detachment of the ions is compensated with the entropy decrease arising from the more oriented solvent shell in the transition state. Because of the better solvation, the structure of the transition state becomes gradually more similar to the SSIP as the polarity of the medium grows.
Also the thermodynamic parameters of the reversible conversion between HBIP and SSIP clearly show correlation with the dielectric constant of the solvent. The solvent molecules are less ordered and weaker bound around HBIP compared to SSIP because the shorter interior distance in the former case leads to cancellation of the orienting influence of the ions. However, in a polar solvent, even the HBIP becomes better solvated and the difference in the extent of orientation for the solvate shell of HBIP and SSIP diminishes. Therefore, the entropy change in the HBIP SSIP reaction is less negative in a polar solvent. The SSIP formation proved to be an exothermic process in all solvents (Table 3) , h, n and M are the average fluorescence wavenumber, the Planck constant, the refractive index of the medium and the transition moment for fluorescence, respectively. Since the fluorescence maxima barely shift in various solvents, the more substantial solvent dependence of k F compared with k F Ј is a consequence of the larger solvent effect on the transition moment of HBIP fluorescence. Considerable solvent polarity effect was reported also for the radiative rate constant of the singlet excited intramolecular electron donor-acceptor systems.
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From the internal conversion processes only the one depopulating the excited SSIP has temperature dependent rate. The activation energy of this transition is scarcely influenced by the solvent, however, about 5-fold decrease is observed for the A-factor with increasing dielectric constant of the medium. Temperature dependent non-radiative decay has been found also for excited fluorenyl salts 12 and the Arrhenius parameters reported in that case agree with the results shown in Table 3 .
The observation that the radiationless relaxation of excited HBIP to the ground state is temperature independent while the same process from SSIP is energy activated, can be rationalised based on the energy gap law. Table 1 and Table 2 as well as ref.
14 demonstrate that the fluorescence maximum of HBIP barely shifts at various temperatures but that of SSIP moves towards a higher wavenumber upon cooling. As the excited state energy of the former species does not change, temperature independent internal conversion is expected based on the energy gap law in agreement with the experimental results. However, in the case of SSIP cooling of the solution enhances the excited state (10) energy and the diminution of the vibrational coupling caused thereby can lead to temperature dependent internal conversion. The blue shift of the SSIP fluorescence band with diminishing temperature probably indicates that ∆H is temperature dependent. Hence, the calculated thermodynamic and Arrhenius parameters could be regarded as the averages of the corresponding values in the entire temperature range.
It is worth pointing out that the solvent polarity effect on the fluorescence maximum of SSIP is extraordinarily small (Table 1  and Table 2 ). The red shift of the SSIP peak relative to the HBIP peak is also scarcely sensitive to the solvent: 3210, 3060, 2820 cm Ϫ1 were obtained at room temperature in EtOAc, BuCl and CH 2 Cl 2 , respectively. This slight decrease with increasing solvent polarity agrees with the trend shown for ∆H in Table 3 . Our results suggest that entropy effects play dominant role in the formation and stabilisation of the excited SSIP.
